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PHOTOGRAPHING THE PARTHENON FRIEZE AT ONE REMOVE

Paper delivered at the Symposium Antiquity and Photography at the Open
University, London, on September 10, 2015.
I am going to talk today about a body of my own photographs, so I am, as it
were, inside the images rather than outside them. All these pictures depict
casts or copies of the Parthenon Frieze and I have gathered them over the
past 20 years, at first around Britain and then in Europe and America. The
conventions of these photographs differ from those one might expect in the
photography of antiquity.

Here is a page from B. F. Cook’s book The Elgin Marbles, which uses
photography in such an apparently straightforward manner that it hardly
seems to need comment. It just shows us the work of art in itself,
photographed straight on in good, angled light. But even here, choices have
been made: black and white or colour? Clean, straight frame or ragged edge?
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My photographs are very different in at least two obvious respects. First, they
are not of the actual frieze but of second generation copies (or third or fourth
etc etc). And second, these photos are not so much about the frieze itself, but
rather the contexts that it finds itself in and what those contexts tell us about
the various meanings that it has carried. Sometimes, my pictures might look
like architectural photographs, but they don’t really obey the technical or
aesthetic parameters of that genre. Sometimes they look more like street
photography, recording the human activity around the frieze.

To start at the beginning – in the early 1990s, I was teaching in the Art School
in Newport, South Wales, which was then still housed in an old Victorian
building. In the life room, leaning against the wall, there were three plaster
casts of the Parthenon Frieze. Every art school in the country used to have a
collection of these casts but only a few survived the violent changes that
happened to art education in the 20th century. At some point, these had been
had painted, albeit a little schematically.
As I photographed these casts, I made certain decisions. I used colour film in
order to capture as much information as I could. I stood square on in front of
the frieze and I framed the picture symmetrically. These were instinctive
decisions but, as I subsequently developed the series, I stuck with them.
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Later on in the 1990s, the Art School moved into a very different environment
– all steel beams, glass and breeze blocks. But one member of staff managed
to get the Frieze panels re-installed in the new building. They had to lose one
panel and the others didn’t quite fit so they cut a couple of notches for the
heads. The frieze has also been given a fresh lick of white paint. The landing
above the frieze is full of empty cardboard boxes with the Apple logo on them.
‘Hypercard’ was a programming system that is now defunct. While
technologies have moved on, the Frieze remains.

I started photographing other Friezes wherever I found them and, if the
Newport pictures are quite intimate, some other examples were rather grand.
This is the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, and the frieze is fitted into its
very elaborate scheme of decoration - red below and white above.
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The frieze in Manchester City Art Gallery was one which I found by accident. I
walked in, looked up and there it was. The Entrance Hall had recently been
redecorated in its original Victorian colour scheme, with a red background on
the Frieze. It was also very lucky to have the central perspective going back to
Rossetti’s moody and magnificent portrait of Jane Morris.

Other sites I discovered through research.Terling Place is a country house in
Essex and, when this saloon was added in 1818, a cast of the Frieze was
incorporated. It was made by Richard Westmacott, who fabricated the first
casts for the British Museum, so historically this is a very important example.
It is as if this room has been untouched by the passage of time; I like to
imagine that the brown stain on the frieze has come from all the aristocratic
cigars smoked here in the last 200 years.
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The Royal West of Academy in Bristol is another 19thC gallery with a cast of
the Frieze running round it, but the space below has now been fitted out as a
standard white cube. I first photographed here when there was a watercolour
show on and frankly it was a bit boring. But I noticed they had an exhibition by
Richard Long coming up and I realised that might provide an interesting clash
of cultures. I also like the tension between the formal symmetry of the gallery
and the frieze, and the asymmetry of the oval of slate sliding across the room.
All these examples are plaster casts and I soon realized that, underlying this
project, was an interest in the similarity between the cast and the photograph,
both being indexical transfers which simultaneously give us a direct record of
the original yet also push us away from it. Both processes – photography and
plaster casting – have a concrete physicality, yet both can seem ephemeral,
hard to catch hold of.
But there are other reproductions of the Frieze which are not casts but copies
– and it’s an important distinction. Nevertheless, they were also of great
cultural significance and I felt I needed to include them as well.
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The most important early copies were made by the Scottish sculptor John
Henning and his son, also John. In 1827, they were commissioned to make
copies of the Frieze for two prestigious buildings in London, both designed by
the architect Decimus Burton. One was this half size version for the
gentlemen’s club, the Athenaeum. The background blue is of course based on
Wedgwood vases, a genteel version of neo-classical style. It was actually
hard to make an interesting picture of this, but I was pleased on this visit to
see the scaffolding on top, working against that sense of gentility, while the
setting sun shining through the plastic sheeting is visually rather beautiful.

The other major version of the Frieze designed by the Hennings in the 1820s
was for the screen at Hyde Park Corner. It’s a less accurate rendition, with a
procession of horsemen fitting in with the generally military air of the site.
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I stood here for a while, photographing lots of passing cars, lorries and taxis,
before this bus came along with its own modern version of the Frieze on the
side. Again I like the pull between the symmetrical solidity of the architecture
and the assymetrical and dynamic movement of the bus.

This is in St George’s Hall in Liverpool, one of the most sublime of Victorian
civic buildings. I love the eccentric mix of elements here. The two caryatids
are not the ones from the Erechtheum but other figures from the British
Museum. They flank the statue of Henry Booth, secretary to the Liverpool and
Manchester railway. Above, there are ranged segments from the Frieze, again
painted Wedgewood blue. The three parts are arranged facing out towards
left and right from the centre. In fact, these aren’t real sections of frieze but
elements carefully selected to create this effect.
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Most of the friezes so far have been in settings of high culture and/or high
society: museums, art galleries, civic buildings, a stately home, a gentlemens’
club. That is to be expected, but not every site has been like that. One year, I
went with my family to see the Blackpool Illuminations and as we were driving
up the Promenade, there was the Elgin Hotel, with its very own frieze. (I like
the lettering, which, as with yoghurt, we might call Greek-style.) Of course, I
first saw it at night, so had to go back on my next trip up north to get this
picture. Appropriately, it was drizzling!

Here is another, very different use of the frieze. It took me four years to get
this picture. In July 2010, I read in the Guardian a small story by a journalist
who had gone on a tour of the Athletes Village that was then being built out in
Stratford. He was surprised to find one building covered with sections of the
Parthenon Frieze, blown up to gigantic size and etched in concrete by
computer. He commented ironically that he hoped there were no plans to
house the Greek athletes in this building!
I was unable to get access to the site in the build up to the Games, nor after
the Games themselves, while the buildings were being converted to
apartments. Finally, about a year ago, I was able to visit it and it is indeed as
weird as I hoped it would be; a mix of fascistic monumentality and postmodern
bricolage.
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Then I panned down to ground level. This girl was passing with her boyfriend
and, noticing me photographing the building, she asked him to take her
picture in front of the building. She is looking at him and completely ignoring
me. She is one of my favourite characters that got caught in the process of
taking these pictures. Here’s another one, very different!

This is in the Café in the British Museum itself. At that point, it was decorated
with casts of the frieze – they are not there now. These though, are in fact
casts of panels that were left in Athens. One figure is of particular interest: the
bearded man with the rearing horse, sometimes called ‘the horsebreaker’. At
some point after the cast was made in the early 19th century, this figure lost
his head, so that, as now on display in Athens, he is faceless. But the cast
allows us to see what he was once like.
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Of course, the frieze is only part of the picture; below it is modern day
ordinariness centred on this chap – such a traditionally British character, so
different from the hordes of tourists elsewhere in the museum. Caught in
profile, he delicately raises his cup of tea to his lips.

If that is an intimate, caught moment, then in other pictures, the camera
moves back and observes from a distance. Here we are on the grand
staircase of the Art Institute in Chicago. One person I showed my pictures to
complained that, in some of them, you couldn’t see the frieze very well. But
really, my point, in a picture like this, is how the Frieze does indeed get lost
among all the other information. I doubt if many visitors notice it – they are too
keen to look at the Rodin figures or to pass into the Impressionism room
where you can just see the great painting ‘Rainy Day, Paris’ by Gustave
Caillebotte. Or they pause to record their own presence here, like the family
on the steps having their photograph taken.
Myself, I went to the Art Institute knowing that I would see a cast of the Frieze
there. I had found it ahead of time on a website recording all the public
sculpture in Chicago. The internet has dramatically changed the nature of
research for this project and it’s enabled me to discover a whole lot of
examples I wouldn’t otherwise have known about. And this has transformed
the project from being just about the place of the frieze within British culture to
having a more international scope.
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There is another sub-set of pictures which show just a single panel from the
Frieze. On that same trip to the US last year, I went to Cleveland, Ohio, to
give a lecture at the Art Museum. While there, I was able to meet with Jenifer
Neils, who teaches at the University and has written one of the major books
on the Parthenon Frieze. She was very generous with her time and invited me
to photograph the panel she has over her fireplace. As you can see, it’s the
Horse Breaker again. It was very dark until we lit the fire which suddenly gave
the picture an animation.

All the photos up to now have been taken from square on in front of the frieze.
But there were some cases where I had to adapt my rules, still using
symmetry but in a different way. Photographing, as here, into a corner for
example. This is the Royal College of Surgeons on Lincoln’s Inn Fields. It’s
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another miniature frieze by John Henning, but in fact this building was badly
bombed during the Blitz and restored after the war. I don’t know whether the
decision to paint the background of the Frieze apricot was in the original
scheme, but I like the way the delicacy of the Frieze contrasts with the
formidable busts of the important Surgeons lined up below it.

Here is another sort of symmetry. I found there were some situations where
Friezes had been placed along a corridor and could only really be
photographed looking along that space. This is another one from the USA –
the University of Washington in Seattle. This cast was originally installed in
the Department of Architecture, but when that was replaced by a modern
building, the best site available was in this corridor outside the Lecture
Theatre. I like details like the water fountains and the hand dryer next to them.
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This picture uses the same sort of symmetry but the building is very different.
On a visit to Istanbul, we went to visit a new Arts Centre called SALT. It had
taken over a grand building which had formerly been the Imperial Ottoman
Bank. As we entered, I was thrilled to see sections of the Frieze on either
side. They are a little odd, since they didn’t stand out from the wall but are
almost embedded into it. The colour is actually just a slight exaggeration of
what it was really like. The girl on the steps is just a black silhouette, and
figures are walking by in the real world of the street outside.

I used the same element of a figure walking past in this picture, but again in a
very different situation. This is in Eton, a passageway just opposite the
College buildings where a Classics master installed these two panels in the
early 20th century. But it’s the figure crossing at the end of the passage to
whom our attention is drawn. He’s just a black silhouette, but we can tell that
he is wearing the uniform of an Eton schoolboy, tails flapping out behind. He
also seems to be carrying the wastebin which is actually on the other side of
the road.
There are many other pictures that I haven’t had time to talk about. I have
now got around fifty pictures and I am starting to think about completion. I
know full well that this is an unfinishable project – it can never be completed but I do know of other friezes which I want to add. And, then, at some point, I’ll
just decide ‘That’s enough’ and turn my attention, I hope, to publication.
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In conclusion, I want to show a few pictures that I recently took in the British
Museum itself which add an interesting dimension to this project. This is a
page from Ian Jenkins’ book on the Parthenon Frieze which very helpfully lays
it out in order and says where each bit is. This page shows two adjacent
panels which are (mostly) in the British Museum. I expect that many of you
saw the exhibition Defining Beauty at the Museum that Jenkins curated earlier
this year. For the show, three panels of the Frieze were moved a few hundred
yards out of the Duveen Gallery to the Exhibition space at the back of the
Museum. So, of the two panels here, the one on the left stayed where it was
and the one on the right moved into the exhibition.
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I was intrigued to find what had replaced the panels in the Duveen Gallery.
This is what I found. On the left here is the actual Frieze and, on the right, a
one-to-one ‘life size’ photographic reproduction of the panel that has been
moved. If you were actually standing there looking at them, you would
obviously know that, but I’m not sure you can read it from this photograph.
What we have here is a photo of a sculpture next to a photo of a photo of a
sculpture. And I think this says something about photography and its
relationship to the reality it depicts. Is a photo of a photo twice as faithful or
twice as duplicitous?
This coming together of real frieze and photographic frieze interested me a lot
and, in the next few minutes, I took a number of other pictures that I like,
though I haven’t yet decided which, if any, will be part of this project.

I moved back to include the visitors, while still centring on that line between
real frieze and photo. But the group of people are asymmetrically placed in
the picture. Their guide is in full flow – but one girl is more interested in
photographing the floor.
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Then stepping sideways, a moment of calm: a young girl apparently
contemplating this panel, perhaps not even thinking or caring about the fact
she is looking at a modern photographic reproduction rather than an ancient
sculpture. I love the rhyme of the headphones in the little sign with the
headphones she is actually wearing. But I wonder if she is actually listening to
what the Museum wants her to listen to, or does she have a soundtrack all of
her own?
Because, finally, what this project has shown me is that the Parthenon Frieze
can and has been made to serve many different agendas, some political,
some cultural and others private and contemplative. The blocks of the actual
frieze sit scattered on either side of Europe and whether they should come
together and where that might happen remains a fraught debate. But through
these casts and copies, the frieze has been scattered across the globe,
making meaning and receiving meaning wherever it goes.
Ian Walker

